Quad-squared Mystery Shoot-out (or 16MS-o)
FRIDAY, September 30, 2011
Field #2 10:30am until NO later than 1:00pm
Organized by Paul LaMasters
Event Description: 4-variable (kite, partner, sound-track & caller of movements) mystery ballet.
A multi-line pairs event, solely judged by spectators with 1 required precision figure to be placed
somewhere within the routine, placement is solely at the caller’s discretion. The spectators will
determine the survivors of each round, based upon applause voting, as motivated by our Master
of Ceremonies, until only one pair of fliers remain undefeated.

Furnished Materials: All kites, flying line & handles will be provided and used by each participant.
You can tune the handles, but not make any other changes or modifications to the furnished materials. Participants will fly a kite selection of their own choosing from either full-sail, mid-vent or
fully-vented sail configuration using Revolution 1.5’s, two of each model will be available.

Sign-up: Participants register for the event as either "Partner" or as a "Captain". Pair groups
are assembled at random for the beginning of each round. “Partners” are selected from envelopes drawn-out a bucket. Each envelope has the entry name of the Partnering individual on
the outside and a WINK-WINK sealed inside.
"Captain music” is turned-in for other participant usage only. Please be considerate though, we
don’t all want to fly to Flight of the Bumblebee! (provide a CD-Rom with 3 suitable sound-tracks
& write your name on it).

“Partners” that advance will have their envelopes returned to the selection bucket for the next
round. Defeated pairs’ envelopes are destroyed and their WINK-WINK contents added to the
overall prize pool.

“Callers” are necessary too, so if you don't want to enter directly, you can still provide guidance
to our pairs groups! Callers will talk over the music, so the crowd can appreciate what the contestants are trying to do. Callers will be rotated at random. Assisting only as "Callers"? Decide
if you are either "captain or partner material” & join-in on the fun!

Somewhere within each routine, pairs will be expected to do one pre-determined precision figure
(in this case it is the Split Square). The single individual prize, to be shared by the champion partners is one gift certificate from Revolution Kites presented by Dr. Moody & Uncle Ben - a rare
photo opportunity not to be missed! Together with the WINK-WINK total from all the entry envelopes. NOTE: Depending on the number of participants interested, you may need to demonstrate your abilities to qualify by executing the precision figure titled Split Square.

We must be finished and all of our materials cleared-off of field #2 by 1:00 pm!

We are being billed as entertainment, let’s give ‘em a grand show.
In other words? Win the spectators over & you will own this event!

